### Shot Put Women

**Order** | **Name** | **Nat** | **Date of Birth** | **PB** | **SB** | **Qual. Points** | **Qual. Ranking** | **World Ranking**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
1 | GUBA Paulina | POL | 14 MAY 1991 | 19.38 | 18.35 | 2 | 10 | 7
2 | CREW Brittany | CAN | 6 MAR 1994 | 18.69 | 18.69 |  |  | 15
3 | ROOS Fanny | SWE | 2 JAN 1995 | 18.88 | 18.88 | 7 | 6 | 10
4 | RAMSEY Jessica | USA | 26 JUL 1991 | 19.23 | 18.90 | 7 | 7 | 8
5 | DUBITSKAYA Aliona | BLR | 25 JAN 1990 | 19.21 | 18.98 | 14 | 4 | 5
6 | SCHWANITZ Christina | GER | 24 DEC 1985 | 20.77 | 19.23 | 8 | 5 | 3
7 | THOMAS-DODD Danniel | JAM | 11 NOV 1992 | 19.48 | 19.48 | 16 | 3 | 4
8 | EALEY Chase | USA | 20 JUL 1994 | 19.67 | 19.67 | 21 | 2 | 2

**Diamond League Qualifiers Standing**

1. GONG Lijiao (23 Points)
2. EALEY Chase (21 Points)
3. THOMAS-DODD Danniel (16 Points)
4. DUBITSKAYA Aliona (14 Points)

**Legend**

- **PB**: Personal Best
- **SB**: Season Best
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